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DISSERTATION

Crash Memory
Theoretical Evaluation

Summary
This dissertation has been accomplished at Saab Automobile in Trollhättan. The placing
was at TLDK that is a development department for electronic safety equipment.

Safe cars has been a good sales argument and because of the intention to be a world
leading car producer in this domain, Saab has given this development high priority. Saab
does a lot of accident investigations and the information is collected in a database. Part
of this investigation information will be constituted by data saved in the Crash Memory.
The purpose of this dissertation is to define the data collecting process, concerning
handling and adaptation of these data.

The report consist of the following aspects: benchmarking of other Crash Memories, a
small historic flashback, the basic cause for developing safety cars which is human
injuries, laws and product responsibility, internal questionnaire with follow up
interviews and studies of the safety system.

The sources that have been used to collect information are; the Internet, literature,
specifications, documents, questionnaire answers and interviews.

As our work progressed, it was obvious that the USA and GM (General Motors), for
along time has been the leader of this technological area. NHTSA (National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration) and IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers) have a central position in the work toward creating a standard for Crash
Memories data. And in the near future this standard maybe will constitute basis for a
law, concerning types of parameters collected in Crash Memories. Eventually it will
probably be more and more accepted to use Crash Memory in vehicles. New technology
in form of added new signals and higher quality of data collecting will increase the
Crash Memories part in the work of developing safer cars.
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1 Introduction
A decade ago just a few cars was equipped with an airbag. Today safety systems are
extremely sophisticated and the race to produce even stronger and more crash-proof
vehicles is merciless. [1]

More and more advanced safety technology is incorporated in vehicles. It is important to
continuously validate such technology. Furthermore, it is essential to be able to find
injury thresholds or injury tolerance limits for impact severity parameters best correlated
to injury risk. Studies of real-life crashes are the most important way to gain such
knowledge.
However, accident data from real-life crashes is often of relatively low quality,
especially regarding impact severity, both regarding accuracy of the data, but also
regarding the possibility of measuring relevant parameters. There is a need to develop
methods to get correct data of good qualities; one of these methods is the use of Crash
Memory.
In recent year's different Crash Memories have been developed. They are used for
different purposes, both research and legal purposes. Car manufacturers also use data
from accident Crash Memory in the development process of new safety technology and
to verify the efficiency of existing technology.
 To be able to compare results from the various Crash Memories, there is a need for
definitions of their measurements and process of calculating impact severity parameters.
[11]

1.1 Background
The background to this dissertation is that almost all car producer of to day want to
(have to) make safer cars. The customers estimate the safety options in a car, much
higher today then they did earlier. It has become more important to have high safety in
the sales argument to attract old and new customers.
Since Saab Automobile AB (from now on referred to as Saab) has the intention to be in
a world-leading position as a producer of safe cars, they spend a lot of time and money
on developing the safety in the vehicle. They do about fifty deep investigations of real
accident each year, in purpose to increase the knowledge about drive- and crash safety,
Real Life Safety.

1.2 Purpose
The purpose of this dissertation is to define data for the Crash Memory. Define in this
very case, means which data parameters and the precision of the parameters. This data
that is important for crash investigation and safety development, will be stored in the
Crash Memory which is a part of the Sensing and Diagnostic Module (SDM). Crash
Memory data will constitute information to be used for the documentation and
simulation tool, CAST (Crash Analysis System).
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1.3 Goal
The goal is to define the need of future information to collect in the Crash Memory,
what kind of information and precision of this information.

1.4 Limitations
With the limit of time for this dissertation, only two weeks was used for benchmarking.
More time was spending on the questionnaire to get an internal basis for this
dissertation. Involved people to answer the questionnaire were limited to departments
that were supposed to develop passive or active safety system. Because that focus was
on collect and suggest future signal basis, no deeper analysis was done on the hardware
equipment. The description of history, departments, laws, injuries and safety system
were just done in a cursory way, also because of dissertations focus.

2 Method of work
The work of this dissertation has been going on in several directions at the same time.
For example bench marking primary made by searching on the Internet, Saab safety
system by reading Saabs technical specifications of the units and collection of
information by sending out a questionnaire.
There have been weekly meetings with the supervisors at Saab to evaluate the on going
work, and reports have been sent regularly to the examiner at HTU.

2.1 Time table
The first two weeks was of an introductory kind with knowing some people, bench
marking and knowing the Saab safety system. Week three to five included even the
work with a questionnaire, where different departments at Saab could give their opinion
about crash memory parameters. In the seventh and eight weeks the material was
evaluated for the final report. Week nine and ten, content the work to put this
dissertation together, which consist of the fact that was collected during this period of
ten weeks.
The timetable is available in a more schematic way in appendix 1.

2.2 Initial stage
Contact was established with the Accident Investigation Group (OFU) at Saab for
information about their work with collection of fact around accidents. The library at
Saab was contacted to get documents that could be useful in the work. A draft of the
content in the dissertation was made and reviewed by the supervisors to make sure that
the work should be done in the proper direction.

2.3 Conclusion
The benchmarking part of the work became quite shallow since the technical
information found on the Internet regarding crash memory available on the market often
is poor.
The rest of the work included a lot of contact with staff from different departments at
Saab, and those meeting were mostly very positive experiences.
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3 Departments, authority’s and organizations
Both in the automotive industry, engineering organizations and at governmental offices
people are working with the issue of how to create a safer traffic environment. This
chapter contains information about some of them.

3.1 Departments at Saab
One of the highest rated issues at Saab is the development of a safer car. Therefore there
are a number of people that works with safety development at Saab. The departments
that became most involved in this dissertation are the OFU group and The Safety
Electronics Systems Design team (TLDK).

3.1.1 The Accident Investigation Group

The OFU group (The Accident Investigation Group) is one of the departments at The
Crash Safety Center, that is a group that investigates accidents that have occurred out in
the field. The information collected at the accident scenes consists of visual inspection
and measurement of the car and the environment.
To get an imagination of how the accident occurred they use the collected data in the
CAST simulation tool.
All this information is then used for developing Saab vehicles to an even safer car and
“Real Life Safety” is the motto of this development. Figure 1, is a description of how
the development progress.

         Figure 1 Schematic picture over accident investigation [36]

3.1.2 The Safety Electronics Systems Design team

TLDK - The Safety Electronics Systems Design team is developing the sensors and
control units for the airbag system in the vehicle. The team consists of development

Accident
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Design
Guidelines

Production

Testing

Prototypes

Engineering
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engineers and test engineers that work with the development of Crash Sensors. The
Crash Sensors are designed to sense and discriminate vehicle impacts, and command
deployment of appropriate restraints in a timely manner.

3.2 IEEE
The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc (IEEE) is a technical
professional association that has more than 377000 members in 150 countries. In a
number of technical areas e.g. computer engineering, consumer electronics and a lots of
other areas they are a leading authority.
Through its consensus-based standard activities the IEEE has nearly 900 active
standards with 700 under development, One of these standards under development is the
one, about crash memories, from the P1616 group, this group is presented in chapter
3.2.1.1 [24]

3.2.1 IEEE Vehicular Technology Society

In the IEEE there is a society called the IEEE Vehicular Technology Society. One area
that they concern themselves with, among a lot of others, is the equipment and systems
of the automotive industry.  [32]

3.2.1.1 P1616 group

There is a group, Motor Vehicle Event Data Recorders (MVEDRs) Committee, at the
IEEE Vehicular Technology Society, which has an ongoing project to create a standard
for crash memories. This project is called P 1616. [14]. Their latest draft was published
in February 2002 and the final proposal is expected during 2003 due to Tom Kowalski,
co-chair of this working group. [14]

3.3 NHTSA
The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, NHTSA, is a department under
U.S department of transportation that works to improve traffic safety.

3.3.1 NHTSA and Event Data Recording

In 1997 the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) in USA recommended
NHTSA to pursue vehicle crash information gathering using Event Data Recorders
(EDRs). NHTSA have since then made a multifaceted effort in the EDR related area,
including sponsoring two working groups (WG), collecting EDR data, developing a
Web-based EDR resource tool, sponsoring a EDR round robin test program, and
analyzing EDR data.
One outcome of this work is that in November 1999, the NTSB issued
recommendations for NHTSA to mandate installation of EDRs on motorcoaches and
school buses and gave specific requirements for the data collection and survivability of
the devices. [34]
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4 History and Laws
Almost all laws are like an answer on new steps in to the future, and in that case will
Crash Memory be included in. The information collected in a Crash Memory can be
integrity outrageous, and must be handle with care.

4.1 Crash memory historic in short terms
Automatic Recorders (AR) has in many years been standard equipment in all modes of
transportation: aviation, rail, marine and highway. Event Data Recorders (EDR), even
called Crash Memory, has been used for many years to collect crash related
measurements, including the crash deceleration of a vehicle.

� In the early 1970’s, efforts conducted by National Highway Safety
Administration (NHTSA) incorporated a device that used analogy signal
processing for recording data to analyze and store the crash data.

� In 1974, General Motors (GM) introduced the first regular production
driver/passenger airbag systems in selected vehicles. These units contained a
data-recording feature for deploying airbags in severe crashes.

� In 1976, GM introduced SDM (Sensing & Diagnostic Module) technologies on a
limited number of vehicles.

� During the early 1990’s, GM installed sophisticated Crash Memories on 70 Indy
Formula One racecars.

� In March 2000, the Vetronix Corporation began selling its Crash Data Recorder
(CDR) system. This CDR system was the first and only device available to the
public, which allowed users to download data from crash memorys installed on
passenger and light-duty vehicles.

� In November 2001, The Institute of Electronic and Electrical Engineers (IEEE)
received a Project Authorization Request (PAR) to sponsor a standard for Motor
Vehicle Event Data Recorders (MVEDRs).

� In December 2001, The IEEE Vehicular Technology Society sponsored IEEE
Standards Project 1616: Draft Standard for Motor Vehicle Event Data Recorders
(MVEDRs), which is intended to be a basic standard.

� In 2002, a draft from IEEE P1616 was released including a list for definition of
Type 1, Type 2 and Type 3 Crash Memories.

            [33]

4.2   Rules and laws
In all situations when personal data is collected, there is a necessity to protect the human
integrity against incorrect administration. Rules and laws will constitute this protection,
of human integrity. US are the only country in the whole world, that doesn’t have laws
for personal data protection. All other countries have laws for handling the use of data
information.
 In Europe there is a data-directive (95/46/EG) that will be the minimum, for each
European country to fulfill when handling personal data. From 00-10-09 there is a data-
inspection department, in the European Union (EU), that shall guarantee human
integrity protection, and they shall also support and co-ordinate the European countries
data-inspections. Sweden was the first country to have a national data-inspection. From
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01-10-01 the PuL (The Personal Data Law Act) started to be used in Sweden for almost
all registers, which have been adjustable by the data-law before this date. PuL will
involve all cases that involve collecting personal data, except when data is used in
privacy. The purpose of PuL is to protect the individual from insulting situations. Saab
also has a connection with GM, about how to work with data collecting and human
integrity. PuL doesn’t concern deceased people, but in an ethically way to the deceased's
family its maybe not always OK to use the Crash Memory data.
Concerning product responsibility that will concern all producers that use Crash
Memories, the collected data can be useful part official reports.  [17] [37]

4.3 Crash memory in focus
During 2002 the collection of crash data came in focus in all kind of media. The major
reason was the knowledge of a stolen Saab, which was involved in an accident at the
autumn of 2002. This car had a Crash Memory installed, and the police wanted to use
that information for the accident investigation. Saab did not support the police with this
Crash Memory-data, because Saabs only purpose with Crash Memory-data is to use it
for develop safe cars. In purpose to get a precedent the data-inspection reported Saab in
October 2002, concerning handling Crash Memory-data in situation like this. In
December 2002 Saab got an answer from the data-inspection, which confirmed that
Saab had handle the use of crash data in a proper way. The only thing that should be
done was to give plainer information to the customer, about the data collecting
equipment in their cars. Saab also needs permission from the customer to use the Crash
Memory data. This will mean that it is possible to continue with the important work, of
developing safety cars based on real life crash information. Although if there is a court
order the data can be required e.g. as evidence in a police investigation.

5 Injuries, reason for safer cars
Human bodies are in many ways most fragile biological thing, and complex injuries
scenario easy came through in high-energy force, as in car crashes. When a body
exposed by heavy deceleration, different organ and tissue moves under a long time.
Varying compactness and mobility between these parts, can cause rupture and bleedings.
The absolute basic reason to develop cars with good active and passive safety-system,
form the basis from the different injuries that cause suffering, injuries and mortality.
Statistics over accidents injuries and how the injuries came through will be necessary, in
the development work for safe cars. In January 2003 the Swedish National Road
Administration will start a project called Strada. This project is a co-operation with
police and medical service, and one purpose is to collect information about accident
injuries from the entire country.

5.1 Cars related to injuries
The femur is one of the strongest parts of the body and can sustain up to one ton of
force, while the thorax is one of the weakest areas. Broken ribs from the seatbelt is
second most common driver injury and the most common for the passenger. Big process
is needed in the area of driver restraint and controlling the movement of the body during
a collision. Intrusion into foot swells of the car is a big issue, because only a few
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millimeters can cause serious ankle injuries. Ankles are a highly complex structure, not
fully understood.
In many cases, symptoms of accident injuries might not show up for hours or even days
after the mishap. Especially interior injuries can be difficult to detect and diagnose, they
are nearly almost serious and because of that need to be in focus. Observation of big
interest has been done that part of the energy, spread as blast (shock) wave in tissue at
high-energy force. These blast waves probably cause functional disturbance on cell-
level, and can be a part of the reason to post-traumatically reaction.
During a vehicle accident, "the head suddenly stops, but inside the skull the brain for a
split second can keep moving. It shifts inside the skull," said Dr. David Thurman at the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention in Atlanta. According to Thurman, tissue
can be bruised and blood vessels in the brain can tear, even if the crash occurred at only
20 or 30 miles an hour. When those veins tear, this can result in slow bleeding and that
in turn can put pressure on the brain. It can start to squeeze the brain and this can be
very serious. If it's not treated, it can be fatal," explained Thurman. The resulting injury,
called a subdural haematoma, occasionally occurs after the patient has been checked out
at a hospital and found to be OK. For that reason, paramedics are trained with a
checklist of trauma warning signs, including increased headaches, confusion and
difficulty awakening from sleep.
One of the most common injuries resulting from a vehicle accident is whiplash, even at
accidents with a low amount of force. Dr. Barry Myers of Duke University says it is
difficult to understand exactly what causes the condition because so many parts of the
body are involved, including the head, neck, chest and spine. "The chest comes up, then
the neck squishes a little bit and then it goes back. Which one is causing the injury? We
have to know that if we are going to make better cars," said Myers. It is not unusually
with injuries on a high-level at the backbone and at the same time injuries on thorax and
abdomen.
Abdomen injuries classify as penetration and not penetration violence, both types can be
difficult to be understood. They also often cause diagnostics and therapeutic trouble, and
can change to be mortal in all of a sudden.
In Sweden are penetrated thorax injuries more unusual than closed thorax injuries, and
at absolute majority of accident cases the thorax injuries are not life threatening.
Auto accidents also may leave hidden injuries. "Trauma that does not necessarily
incapacitate you at the time may have long-term effects that you do not see for 10 or 20
or 30 years," explained Myers. Rehabilitation of injured people is costs that increase
every year. Because of that and to reduce pain for the victims, it is important to develop
safer cars.

5.2 Statistics
The following statistic information (holds for Sweden and private cars only) has the
purpose to show some relations between different injuries and the amount of killed and
injured drivers and passengers in car accidents. The collection of this kind of
information differ some during the years, and these combination will only be a hint
about injuries related to accidents. But hopefully will it be better with the project Strada
(start 2003).
The following index diagram shows the variation since 1975 concerning killed and
injured people in car accidents.
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Figure 2 Persons killed and injured (1975-2001), year 1982 has index 100.

Figure 3 Persons killed (1975-2001), year 1982 has indexx100.
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5.2.1 Injuries at car accidents (1988)

In 1988 was 337 drivers and 157 passengers killed in passenger vehicle accidents.
Nearly 40% of the car drivers were killed as a consequence of interior injuries at thorax,
abdomen and pelvis, while 25% was killed by skull fracture. Car passengers were killed
by interior injuries to the extent of 39%.
Table 1 Hospital care shown in percent (1988)

Drivers Passengers

Skull 37 36

Interior 2 2

Fracture 22 23

Others 39 39

5.2.2 Injuries at car accidents 1996

For year 1996 there is a different statistics related to 1988. This statistics show killed
people in car accidents in proportion to injuries.
Table 2 Killed persons related to injuries in percent (1996)

Drivers Passengers

Fracture   skull 28 25

   - -          spinal 7 9

   - -          thorax 2 3

   - -          pelvis 0,5 2

   - -          arm - -

   - -          leg 1 2

Intracranial 12 20

Interior (thorax, abdomen, pelvis) 42 32

Wound injury 0,5 1

Burn injury - 1

Others 7 5
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5.2.3 Strada pre-study from Skåne 1999 – 2001

The following statistics is taken from Swedish National Road Administration, Region
Skåne, it was distributed by Monica Frank 03-01-20. The statistics comes from a pre-
study of Strada and that started in 1999. This statistics will show injuries in percent
registered at emergency hospitals in Skåne.

5.2.3.1 1999

721 drivers and 103 passengers were registered.

Table 3 Registered injuries in percent, 1999

Drivers Passengers

Distortion / Luxation 38 48

Fracture 30 18

Interior 14 15

Contusion / Squeezing 10 15

Others 8 4

5.2.3.2 2000

715 drivers and 299 passengers were registered.

Table 4 Registered injuries in percent, 2000

Drivers Passengers

Distortion / Luxation 43 50

Fracture 31 13

Interior 9 13

Contusion / Squeezing 12 14

Others 5 10
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5.2.3.3 2001

746 drivers and 344 passengers were registered.

Table 5 Registered injuries in percent, 2001

Drivers Passengers

Distortion / Luxation 50 48

Fracture 25 12

Interior 7 12

Contusion / Squeezing 13 20

Others 5 8

5.2.4 Registered injuries at Region Väst, 2000-2002.

These statistics is put together from the database of traffic injuries register at the
Swedish National Road Administration, Region West during the year 2000 to 2002.
This information was distributed by Olle Bunketorp 03-01-20. It includes mildly injuries
to lethal injuries. 146 drivers and 65 passengers are registered in this statistics.

Table 6 Registered injuries in percent, 2000-2002.

Drivers Passengers

Skull 16 18

Face 15 15

Hals 4 6

Neck 4 4

Shoulder 4 6

Arm 10 8

Thorax 15 16

Abdomen 10 11

Spinal 4 2

Pelvis 7 5

Genital 1 -

Leg 10 9
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5.3 Haddon matrix
In the 1970s Dr. William Haddon, Jr., an engineer, physician, expert in public health
and the first president of the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, propagated the
theory “Engineering Approach” or the “Energy Release Theory”. This is one of the
theories that seek to establish a relationship between accident causation and risk control.
This approach focuses not only on the injury event but also on the risk factors
surrounding it.
Dr. William Haddon identified what he called the "injury triangle," which includes the
host (person injured), the agent (thing or person injuring) and the environment (the
overall setting where the injury takes place). To each of these corners of the injury
triangle, he looked for risk factors in the "pre-event", "event" and "post-event" phases of
injury events (called the Haddon Matrix).

5.3.1 How can Crash Memory improve the work with the Haddon matrix

If the car is equipped with Crash Memory there is an amount of data that is available in
the Haddon matrix compared to when you only can make a visible inspection of the
crash scene.
The Haddon matrixes below visualize this, the first one shows the matrix without Crash
Memory data, and the second shows the larger amount of data that’s available when
there is a Crash Memory in the vehicle.

Table 7: Haddon Matrix Without Crash Memory Capability

 Human Vehicle Environment
Pre-Crash Alcohol Skid marks  Traffic sign
Crash  Calculated _V  
Post-Crash Injury Collision damage Environment after

collision
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Table 5 shows the same matrix, this time populated with data, which could be collected
from vehicles equipped with enhanced on-board Crash Memory capability. Here, there
are numerous data from the pre-crash and crash portions of the event.

Table 8: Haddon Matrix With Crash Memory Capability

 Human Vehicle Environment
Pre-Crash Belt Use

Steering
Braking

Speed
ABS
Other Controls

Conditions during
Crash

Crash Airbag Data
Pre Tensioners

Crash Pulse
Measured _V
Yaw
Airbag Activation
Time

Location

Post-Crash ACN
(Automatic Collision
Notification)

ACN ACN

 [2], [4], [5], [16], [18], [28], [35]

6 Benchmarking
The purpose of this investigation has been to search for information about what data that
is recorded, how often data is sampled and in what purpose it is recorded, rather than
technical description of voltage, current, bandwidth and similar things.
Some of the information that was found is very poor and it is not always possible to tell
for sure what features that are available. This also makes it hard to detect what there is
that is not available.

6.1  Investigated items
Crash memories from the following manufacturers: Vetronix, Delfi, Diversified Auto
Technology, Kraus Telemetry, Instrumented Sensor Technology, Inc. and VDO-Kienzle
was investigated. A crash recorder that was developed by Mannesmann Kienzle in co-
operation with Volvo Cars Corporation in the early nineties (it hasn’t been able to read
out the exact year in the report) has also been investigated.
The following chapters contain short presentations of the products. (For a schematic
presentation see table 1 in Appendix 2)

6.1.1 Vetronix

The Vetronix Crash Data Retrieval (CDR) is exhaustively described on the company
web page.
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Figure 4. The Vetronix CDR.

 This product contains a number of features both regarding pre and post crash data e.g.
vehicle speed 5 seconds before impact, delta V versus time for airbag deployment and
many other things. Due to the WindowsTM based software the data is presented in easy-
to-read graphs and tables as shown in the figure below of a pre-crash graph:

Figure 5. How data is read out from the Vetronix crash memory

 The Vetronix CDR is installed in several GM cars in the United States.
[42]

6.1.2 Delphi

Delphi Accident Data Recorder 2 (ADR 2) is used in racecars in Indy Race League, Cart
series and Formula One racing. It records multiple parameters e.g. wheel speed and yaw
rate, the system senses and records key vehicle parameters at 1000 samples per second
just prior to, during and after an accident. [38]

6.1.3 Diversified Auto Technology

The Diversified Auto Technology Accident Recorder have independent sensors and
shall not be connected to any of the original equipment in the car, it is therefore suitable
for cars that doesn’t have EDR in its original equipment.
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Figure 6. The Diversified Auto Technology Accident Recorder  

 According to their web page there are eight signals that are recorded at an event e.g.
brake application and turn signal operation.  [39]

6.1.4 Kraus Telemetry

The Kraus Telemetry D-2/16-Mobile mini DAT recorder is a small recorder that can be
used as an event recorder or can be handled by a remote control.

Figure 7 The Kraus Telemetry D-2/16-Mobile mini DAT recorder

 The data is saved on a magnetic tape or into a memory, when an event occurs the time
that is recorded is approximately 1 minute.  [40]

6.1.5 Instrumented Sensor Technology Inc

The EDR-4 (Panther) from Instrumented Sensor Technology Inc is a shook and
vibration recorder that also measures and records environment temperature.

Figure 8 The EDR-4 (Panther ) recorder

 The event acceleration can be measured either from three internal accelerometers or
from three external accelerometers. They can be used in a lot of other applications then
crash recording e.g. seismic measurement.  [26]
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6.1.6 VDO UDS

The VDO UDS crash data recorder continually registers data of speed, brakes, and
longitudinal and lateral acceleration among other things. These data is read in a rate of
500 times per second.

Figure 9 The VDO UDS crash data recorder

 When an accident occurs the system automatically and permanent stores 45 seconds of
data: 30 seconds before and 15 seconds after the accident. If the driver is not directly
involved in an accident but wish to record actions during or after the incident data
storage can be manually activated. [41]

6.1.7 Volvo/Mannesmann Kienzle

Around year 1990 (this date is an estimate) an Accident Data Recorder was developed in
co-operation between Mannesmann Kienzle GmbH and Volvo Car Corporation. This
ADR was installed in 100 Volvo company vehicles. The ADR recorded data 10 sec
before and 10 seconds after time of crash. The measured signals was e.g. velocity, brake
light and others that is presented in the table, but they also had one parameter that seems
to be unique, they measured the belt force.  [10]

7 System description
A crash analyze system is intend to be a basic information base, that make a good
documentation and simulation of a crash and will be used for crash investigation.

7.1 Safety system
The safety sensing sub system’s is part of the airbag subsystem which primary function
is to provide supplementary restraint to vehicle occupants involved in vehicle impacts
where, without the restraint component, there would be a significant risk of long-term
injury.  The safety sensing sub system’s main function is to sense and discriminate these
incidents and deploy the appropriate restraints in a timely manner.
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Figure 10 Schematic diagram of a Safety System

The air bags shall deploy in those accidents where an air bag is expected to provide net
safety benefit. It is not expected to deploy in low severity events where the risk for
injury is low.
The safety system consist of the Sensing and Diagnostic Module (SDM), Electronic
Satellite Sensors (ESS) for sensing both front and side impact, seat belt buckle sensors
and seat slide position sensor. These units shall sense and discriminate any impact or
rollover event and deploy air bags and seat belt pretensioners with an accurate force
depending on the severity of the impact, or make the decision to not deploy in case of
low severity. Impact event data shall be stored in a non-volatile memory.  [8]
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7.1.1 SDM

The Sensing and Diagnostic Module (SDM) is the central control module of an SRS
(Supplementary Restraint System). Figure 2 is a diagram over the GM system 1999 and
shall in this dissertation be regarded as a common illustration of a restraint system in a
car.

Figure 11.  Simplified Block Diagram for the 1999 System

The SDM is designed to be installed in the passenger compartment, of an automotive
vehicle and provide reliable operation for normal life of that vehicle.
The SDM senses vehicle crashes through an internal acceleration sensor, and optional
external acceleration sensors. Number of external sensors may vary in different vehicle
models. There can be up to four optional SIS (Side Impact Satellite) devices for
detecting side impact and up to two optional under hood EFS (Electronic Frontal
Sensor) devices for detecting front impacts. Internal in the SDM there are two
accelerometers additional to the external sensors.
The SDM is connected to seat belt buckle sensors and seat slide position sensors, the
status of these items and the severity of the crash is the ground for the SDM to make the
right decisions about deployment of Air Bags and/or belt pretensioners. This feature
includes front and side impacts. A crash-sensing algorithm monitors the internal and
external crash sensors and directs the control of the external restraints. The SDM shall
be able to sense and discriminate low energy impacts such as rough road. Independent
saving circuit to protect against inadvertent deployments that may result from a system
component failure also saves each restraint. In case of deployment where there is an
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option of either deploy or no deploy, the deployment must be commanded within the
required max. trig  time.
The SDM also has the capability of creating a crash record when a deployable event
occurs.
Finally, the SDM provides a Serial Data Link capability for communicating with other
system components during normal vehicle operation, and for communicating with
vehicle diagnostic tools during system troubleshooting. This Serial Data Link can also
provide SDM configuration information, and traceable information  [35]

7.1.2 Crash memory

A Crash Memory is an on-board safety device, capable of monitoring, recording,
displaying or transmitting pre-crash, crash, and post-crash data element parameters from
a vehicle. The time duration is generally less than one minute. The purpose of saving
crash data is to use it towards enhancing safety. An event recording starts as soon as any
longitudinal or lateral algorithm is activated
The event data that shall consist of pre and post impact information and is stored in non-
volatile memory (e.g. EEPROM).
Pre impact data is sampled with the frequency of 1 Hz and 8 or 5 samples is saved in the
memory, with one exception this data is vehicle information from the CAN-bus.
Post impact is primarily internal signals and signals that is connected direct to the SDM
via an interface. These are sampled every tenth ms and the values for 150 ms after
impact are stored in the memory. A list of pre and post crash signals is presented in
appendix 3.
Part of the restraint data recorded shall include a delta V time history.  This shall be
computed from integrating the output of two orthogonal accelerometers with zero initial
conditions at the sampling rate of the sensing algorithm.  The time history shall include
delta V components.
[8], [34]

7.2 BUS-system
It’s important that all electronic is able to communicate in a proper way, for this issue a
bus system is used.

7.2.1 CAN bus

The Controller Area Network (CAN) bus, that is a serial communication protocol which
supports distributed real-time control and multiplexing, is used by car manufacturers
both in Europe and USA. Through a multi-master architecture, prioritized messages of
length 8 bytes or less are sent on a serial bus. Error detection mechanisms, such as 15-
bit Cyclical Redundancy Check (CRC), provide a high level of data integrity. The
electrical loads on the bus limit the total number of CAN nodes connected on the bus.
There is an international standard (ISO/WD 11898-1) that specifies characteristics of
setting up an interchange of digital information between Electronic Control Units (ECU)
of road vehicles equipped with CAN at transmission rates up to 1 Mbit/s.
[12], [13]
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7.2.1.1 The GMLAN system

GMLAN is the CAN based GM In-Vehicle Local Area Network communication system.
It covers 3 busses with different target areas and speed. Low Speed (I-bus) for body
functions e.g. the SDM, Mid Speed (O-bus) optical for Infotainment area and High
Speed (P-bus) for drive train area. All control drives are connected to the three bus-
lines, and information on these busses sends in serial package very fast after each other.
The information package constitutes of two levels (high=5V and low=0V) between two
wires P-bus (Power-train Bus) respectively wire to ground I-bus (Instrument Bus). The
P- and I-bus are connected to the head-instrument, but electrical separated.

 
App. A 

GMLAN 

Gateway

GMLAN GMLAN

App. B

GMLAN

High speed bus Low speed bus 
Figure 12. GMLAN Gateway principal overview.

The High-speed/P bus (GMLAN HS) is typically used for sharing real time data such as
driver-commanded torque, actual engine torque, steering angle, etc. works at 500 kbit/s.
P-bus works that fast because of the need of high-speed information at the power-train
system.
Mid-speed/O bus (non GMLAN)  - typically used for infotainment applications (display,
navigation, etc.) where the system response time demands that a large amount of data be
transmitted in a relatively short amount of time, such as updating a graphics display.
Low-speed/I bus (GMLAN LS) is typically used for operator-controlled functions where
the system response time requirements are of the order of 100-200 ms and works at 33
kbit/s.
Information is sent out on the bus every time the information is changing, but also at
regular times as a precaution by the different applications (ECUs). While one unit sends
all the other units are listening. The time between two sending depends on how
important the information are, and can vary between 10ms (engine moment) and 10s
(VIN-number).
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DLC

G3

G1

remote access to
GMLAN via G4

G4

Non-GMLAN network

G2service 
tool

G1 - gateway between GMLAN networks 
e.g. between low speed network and high speed network

G2 - gateway to a non-GMLAN protocol used for diagnostic functions
e.g. between GMLAN and KW2000 protocol

G3 - gateway to a non-GMLAN protocol used for vehicle functions 
e.g. between GMLAN and an industry developed entertainment bus

G4 -  gateway to provide remote access to GMLAN
e.g. between GMLAN and Onstar service center

bus termination bus termination

Figure 13. GMLAN buses

 At a singled wired communication-wire called K-wire, a slow communication sends
between two units. The speed of this communication is 10 kbit/s, is serial and can be
sent in both directions. The communication between the SDM, front- and side-sensors is
sent by K-wire.
Since the three different bus system will work in different way and frequents, they will
be connected at two gateways.  [7], [9]

8 Pulse and Signals
Under this section there is a short description over interesting pulse and signals related
to a car crash.
Description of the signals saved in the Crash Memory is found in appendix 3.

8.1 Crash Pulse
A Crash Pulse graph at Saab includes Delta-V, retardation and deformation length and is
an important concept used in analyzing crash data. A notice in the Federal Register 1
regarding federal motor vehicle safety standards; occupant crash protection noted "Crash
pulse means the acceleration-time history of the occupant compartment of a vehicle
during a crash. This is represented typically in terms of g's of acceleration plotted
against time in milliseconds (1/1000 second). The crash pulse for a given test is a major
determinant of the stringency of the test, and how representative the test is of how a
particular vehicle will perform in particular kinds of real world crashes. Generally
speaking, the occupant undergoes greater forces due to the secondary collisions with the
vehicle interior and restraint systems if the crash pulse is shorter, which would lead to
higher overall g's. In a relatively "hard" crash pulse, a vehicle's occupant compartment
decelerates relatively abruptly, creating a high risk of death or serious injury. In a
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relatively "soft" crash pulse, there is a lower rate of deceleration and proportionately
lower risk of death or serious injury. The nature of the crash pulse for a vehicle in a
given frontal crash is affected by a number of factors, including vehicle speed, the extent
to which the struck object collapses and absorbs injury, and, in the case of non-fixed
objects, the relative mass of the vehicle and the struck object. Large cars typically have
relatively mild crash pulses, while small cars and utility vehicles typically have more
severe crash pulses."
1 Federal Register, Volume 63, No. 181 / Friday, September 18, 1998 pg. 49958. [28]

At the result that can be shown in graphs (Fig 1 and Fig 2) from a crash laboratory
deformation distance, Delta-V and retardation has die away almost totally after 150-
200ms. The biggest change at the two parameters Delta-V and retardation happens
during the first 100ms in almost all cases.

Fig 14. Low speed, frontal crash
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Fig 15.  High speed, frontal crash

8.1.1 Crash pulse versus Deformation

The crash pulse shows the amount of energy and retardation that influence the vehicle
and occupants more or less, and can be injurious for the occupants. The passive and
active safety system is constructed to work together to absorb g force. In a 100% frontal
crash the absorbing function is optimal to handle the crash pulse. But if it is offset crash,
energy is spread in to the vehicle and affects the occupant compartment. When the
compartment is affected, the risk for injuries increases, when the compartment is
deformed. From that angle the deformation is a higher risk than the crash pulse.

8.2 Sampling frequency
The internal and interface signals in the SDM are either sampled with 1 sample/10 ms
(100Hz) during 150 ms round an event or at the actual value of a signal at the event.
The signals from other equipment in the vehicle (signals available on the bus system)
are sampled every second (1Hz) by the SDM and the last 5 respective 8 values is saved
in the Crash Memory.
In the intention to use Crash Memory data in a crash simulation, it will be necessary to
get a higher sample frequency. From the crash simulation department there is a wish to
get at least 1 sample/1ms (1000Hz) to be able to simulate a crash in the computer with
real accidents parameters.
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According to Prof. Larsgunnar Nilsson at Div. Of Solid Mechanics Linköping
University “Typical time-step in crash analysis is 1�s (1MHz), but to reduce the data
quantity, the result will be present every 0,1 ms (10 kHz) as highest. Necessary time-
step to describe a physical process depends, on deformation course time character.
When analyses a crash girder of 0,7 mm steel plate, it can be necessary to use 1�s to
describe correct deformation process caused by the shock wave”

8.3 Pre crash
The Crash Memory collects some of the vehicle signals, with 1Hz and maximum 8s
before an event has been recognized. These signals are mostly vehicle data, found at the
bus system. These signals can be for example brake status, steering wheel position and
vehicle speed.
The possibility to read out this signals after a crash, can tell about the behavior at the
vehicle and driver. The knowledge of the position at people in a crash moment, can tell
a lot about the cause to the accident and injuries. As an example can brake pedal status
and clutch status tell about the drivers feet position.
Sleepy drivers are eight times more likely to crash and are probably a big occasion to
many accidents. Driving while feeling sleepy, driving after five hours or less of sleep,
and driving between 2am and 5am are all associated with a substantial increase in the
risk of a car crash resulting in serious injury or death. Reducing these three behaviors
may reduce injuries or death by up to 19%.
[22]

8.4 (Post) During crash
The Crash Memory collects internal and interface safety signals during 150ms (100ms
after and 50ms before a Deploy command, Near Deploy has 70ms after and 80ms before
the command) in relation to a crash event. Example on this signal can be airbag status,
belt status, fault codes, and Delta V. Signals of this kind prepare and activate parts in the
safety system, it also tell about the status on internal and interface safety system signals
during a crash.

9 Proposal for standard Crash Memory data
At the purpose to get a standard for the use of Crash Memory data, IEEE Vehicular
Technology Society has proposed required and recommended signals. The latest
documentation from them is dated February 2002. It is important to notice that this
proposal is just an unapproved draft and is subject to change.
The following compilation over signals from the IEEE P1616 group, is proposing as
standard in Type 1 MVEDR:s (Crash Memory) and those signals for Type 2 and Type 3
that are saved in the Crash Memory or possible to reach on bus-system at Saab today.
Signals that weren’t found in Saab has been included under section 9.1.4.
The signals are proposed from IEEE but the descriptions regarding sampling frequency,
time the signals are measured and similar facts comes from NHTSA EDR Supplemental
Report: Truck & Bus that is published on the P1616 group website.  [15]
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9.1 Crash Memory Types
Type 1: Required Crash Memory data proposed by IEEE for Passenger vehicle, Vans,
Light-, Medium- and Heavy Trucks, Bus, School- and Transit Bus, Motor Coach and
Neighborhood Electric Vehicles.
Type 2: Required or recommended Crash Memory data proposed from IEEE for
Medium- and Heavy Trucks, Bus, Transit Bus and Motor Coach.
Type 3: Required or recommended Crash Memory data proposed from IEEE for
Medium- and Heavy Trucks, Bus, School- and Transit Bus, Motor Coach and Specialty
Vehicle.

9.1.1  Required Crash Memory data for Type 1

The values inside the parentheses under DESCRIPTION are the actual Saab values.
A signal can be required for the Type:s and (req) will notice this, else the signal is just
recommended.
Table 9. Type 1

PARAMETERS DESCRIPTION

VIN (req) Identifies the entity from which the recorder gathers data
Range:        20 characters
Sampling:   Not applicable

MVEDR
Identification(req)

Identification number: Id. of Crash Memory

Time/Date (req) Hour and day
Range:        24 hours and 366 days and +/-5s accuracy
Sampling:   No
(Time hour and minute)

Location (req) Position of first event in latitude and longitude.
(N.A.S)

Velocity (req) Average vehicle velocity over a specific unit of time
Range:        0 to 100 mph (0 –160 km/h) and 1 mph accuracy
Sampling:   2Hz and 10s prior to the event.

Direction at Crash
(req)

The direction vehicle is pointed in the horizontal plane
Range:        0 to 359 deg. and 2 deg. Accuracy
Sampling:   2Hz and 10s prior to the event.
(N.A.S)

Number of
Occupants (req)

Total amount of seated occupants.
(N.A.S)

Seat Belt Usage
(req)

Buckling of the seat-belts
Range:        On/Off
Sampling:   1Hz and 10s prior to the event.
(Status at impact)
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9.1.2  Required and Recommended Crash Memory data Type 2 and Type 3

The Crash Memory at Saab collects these signals.
The values inside the parentheses under DESCRIPTION are the actual Saab values.
A signal can be required for the Type:s and (req) will notice this, else the signal is just
recommended.

Table 10. Type 2 and 3

PARAMETERS DESCRIPTION
Brake Status –
ABS

Indicates when ABS is activated
Range:      On or Off
Sampling: 2Hz and 10s prior to the event
(1Hz and 8s prior to event)

Brake Stop Lamp
Status
Cruise Control
Active

Vehicle speed control
Range:        2 states
Sampling:   2Hz and 10s prior to the event
(1Hz and 8s prior to event)

Child Safety Seat
Presence Indicator
Door Ajar Switch
On (req for Type 3)
Door Lock State
Engine RPM
(req for Type 3)

Engine speed
Range:        0 to 4000 RPM in 10 RPM accuracy
Sampling:   2Hz and 10s prior to the event
(0-16320 in 64 RPM accuracy, 1Hz and 5s prior to event)

Environment –
Inside
Temperature
Environment –
Outside
Temperature
Ignition Cycle
Counter
Lamp Status
(req for Type 3)

Indicate if head- and tail lamps are activated
Range:        On/Off
Sampling:   1Hz and 10s prior to the event
(No sampling only the status event)

Lateral
Acceleration
(req)

Acceleration of the frame or body in the direction of the Y-axis.
Range:        at least  +/- 100g and +/- 5% accuracy
Sampling:   minimum 100Hz, simple reconstruction 600Hz, the
goal should be 1.8kHz, for 2 seconds.
For Type 3, Just Prior to Crash
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Lateral – Delta V
(req for Type 2)

(sample frequency 1 kHz 150 ms after event detected)

Longitudinal –
Delta V
(req for Type 2)

(sample frequency 1 kHz 150 ms after event detected)

Pre–Tensioners
Seat Position –
Driver
Service Engine
Soon Lamp On
Stability Control (1Hz and 8s prior to event, but the signal is not on the LS-bus)
Steering Wheel
Angle

The angle and direction
Range:        0 to 270 degrees both directions and +/- 10 deg
accuracy
Sampling:   2Hz and 10s prior to the event
(Range –2048� to 2047,94�, 1Hz and 5s prior to event)

Tire Pressure
Warning Lamp On
Traction Control When TC is switched on and when it is functioning

Range:        2 states (On/Off) each
Sampling:   2Hz and 10s prior to the event
(1Hz and 8s prior to event)

Transmission
Selection

Indicate gear position (PRNDL)
Range:        5 states with On/Off
Sampling:   2Hz and 10s prior to the event
(Range: 8 states, only at event)

Turn Signal
Operation

Indicate turn signal operating
Range:        Operating and left/right side
Sampling:   2Hz and 10s prior to the event
(1Hz and 8s prior to event)

Vehicle Mileage
Vehicle Speed

(Type 3, req for
Type 3)

Magnitude of velocity
Range:        0 to 100 mph and 1 mph accuracy
Sampling:   2Hz and 10s prior to the event
(Range: 0-510 km/h (0-318,75 mph) 1Hz and 5s prior to event)

Yaw Rate (Range –127 to 128 deg/s, 1Hz and 5s prior to event)
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9.1.3 Required and Recommended Crash Memory data Type 2 and Type 3

These signals are possible to reach at the Saab bus-system.
The values inside the parentheses under DESCRIPTION are the actual Saab values.
A signal can be required for the Type:s and (req) will notice this, else the signal is just
recommended.

Table 11. Type 3

PARAMETERS DESCRIPTION
Battery System
Voltage

Positive voltage
Range:        10 to 16 volts and 1volt accuracy
Sampling:   1Hz and 10s prior to the event

Brake Pressure
Brake System
Status    (Type 3,
req for Type 3)
Clutch Status
Engine Throttle
Status
Fuel Level
Hazard Light
Status (Type 3, req
for Type 3)

Indicate if hazard signal is operating
Range:        On and Off
Sampling:   2Hz and 10s prior to the event

Throttle Position
(req for Type 2)

Foot operated device, controlling engine speed
Range:        Pedal position in percent of travel and 2% accuracy
Sampling:   2Hz and 10s prior to the event

Windshield Wiper
Status

Switch position for wiper
Range:        2 states (On/Off)
Sampling:   1Hz and 10s prior to the event

Wheel Speed Speeds of the individual wheels on the vehicle
Range:        0 to 100 mph and +/- 2 mph accuracy
Sampling:   100Hz and 10s prior to the event
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9.1.4 Required and Recommended Crash Memory data Type 2 and Type 3

These signals was not found at Saab in this moment
A signal can be required for the Type:s and (req) will notice that, else the signal is just
recommended.
Table 12. Type 2 and 3

2 vs. 4 Wheel Drive
Active Suspension
Measurements
Advanced Systems
Air Bag(s) Deploy
Time

Time from the sensing of impact to initiation of airbag inflation
Range:        0 to 3000ms, +/-2ms accuracy
Sampling:   No, it’s only a measurement of an event

Air Bag(s) Lamp
Status

Show if airbag system had possible fault and should be serviced
Range:        On and Off
Sampling:   1Hz and 10s prior to the event

Air Bag(s) On/Off
Switch Position
Air Bag Status Airbag Manual Cut-off Switch Status

Range:      On and Off
Sampling:   1Hz and 10s prior to the event

Auto Distance
Control
Auto Collision
System
Automatic Collision
Notification (ACN)
Brake Effort –
Service     (req for
Type 2)
Collision
Avoidance, Braking,
Steering
Crash Pulse –
Longitudinal    (req
for Type 2)
Crash Pulse –
Lateral   (req for
Type 2)
Digital Imaging Onboard Video Recording, related to an incident

Range:      Not defined at this time
Sampling:   300-2400Hz and 20-25s round an event (depends on
different manufacturers)

Electronic Compass
Heading
Electronic Steering
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Functional
Environment – Ice
Environment – Wet
Environment –
Lumination
Environment –
Other
Heading
(Type 3, req)

Vehicle direction in the horizontal plane
Range:            0 to 359 degrees, +/-2 degrees accuracy
Sampling:   2Hz and 10s prior to the event

Longitudinal
Acceleration     (req)

Acceleration of the frame or body in the direction of the X-axis.
Range:        at least  +/- 100g and +/- 5% accuracy
Sampling:   minimum 100Hz, simple reconstruction 600Hz, the
goal            should be 1.8kHz, for 2 seconds.
For Type 3, Just Prior to Crash

Phone Status
Roll Over Sensor
Roll Angle
Roll Rate
Steering Wheel Tilt
Position
Steering Wheel Rate
Trailer Status Indicate a coupled trailer

Range:    Present or absent
Sampling:   1Hz and 10s prior to the event

Throttle-by-Wire
Traction Coefficient Estimated from ABS Computer
Vertical
Acceleration
(Type 2, req )

Acceleration of the frame or body in the direction of the Z-axis.
Range:        at least  +/- 50g and +/- 5% accuracy
Sampling:   minimum 100Hz, simple reconstruction 600Hz, the
goal            should be 1.8kHz, for 2 seconds.

10 Questionnaire
A questionnaire, about which signals that are interesting to save in a crash memory, was
put together and twenty-nine departments, that was considered to be interested in this
matter, were invited to participate. Out of that there were fourteen positive responses
from 10 different departments.  The departments that took part in the questionnaire are:

� Chassis Test & Development, Advanced Engineering   TIFG and TIFR

� Body and Exterior, Doors and Lids                                  TKCHA

� Crash Safety Center                                  TVAC, TVACA, TVACB (OFU)

� Exterior Body                                                                     TKBB

� Ergonomics                                                                          TVH
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� Interior & Interior Safety                                                   TFHB

� Interior & Interior Safety, Validation                            TFVE, TFVC

� Body in white                                                                     TKKG

� Electrical system, system engineering                                TLEJ

� Electrical system, electronic                                               TLDKA

In the questionnaire, shown in figure 16. 70 signals, which are suggested by the IEEE
P1616 group as suitable for crash recording, was listed. The participants was asked to
grade them as follows:

�  0: not familiar with

�  1: not important

�  2: important

�  3: very important
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Vehicle Status Stability Control  
Transmission
Selection  

Delta-V
Longitudal  

2 Wheel Drive  
Steering Wheel Axle
Length Position  

Turn Signal
Status  

Delta-V
Lateral  

4 Wheel Drive  
Steering Wheel
Tilt Position  Environment

Crash Pulse
Longitudal  

Auto Distance
Control  Trailer Status  Environment    Ice  

Crash Pulse
Lateral  

Brake Light
Status  

Traction Control
Status  

Environment
Wet  

Igintion Cycle
Counter  

Cruise Control
Status  Vehicle Speed  

Environment
Inside Temp.  

Principal Dire-
ction of Force  

Child Saftey Seat
Indicator (AOS)  Wheel Speeds  

Environment
Outside Temp.  Warning

Door
Ajar or Open  

Windshield Wiper
Status  

Environment
Lumination  

Tire Pressure
Lamp On  

Door Locked
or Deadbolted  

Air Bag On/Off
Switch Position  

Environment
Other  

Service Engine
Lamp On  

Electronic Comp-
ass Heading  

Belt Status
Each Passenger  Phone Status  

Service Vehicle
Lamp On  

Engine RPM  Driver Action Internal
Air Bag
Lamp On/Off  

Fuel Level  Brake Pedal Status  
Maximum
Delta V  

Brake Effort
Service  

Exterior Lights
Status  ABS Status  

Air Bag Deploy
Time  Measure / Id

Lateral Acc.  Clutch Status  
Air Bag
Status  Time  

Longitudinal Acc.  
Electric Steer-
ing Functional  PreTensioners  Date  

Location-
GPS Data  

Engine Throttle
Status  Roll Angle  

Time Air Bag
 Lamp On  

Number of
Occupants  

Steering Wheel
Angel  Roll Rate  

Traction Coeffici.
(from ABS)  

Occupant Weight
Sensor  

Steering Wheel
Rate  Rollover  Odometer Value  

Seat Position  Throttle Position  
Yaw Rate
(horizontal pos.)  

Battery System
Voltage  

 Figure 16. The questionnare

The answers of the questionnaire were analyzed in diagrams. These answers were also a
base for the on going work, to come to a solution of future crash memory data.
Follow-up meetings with a member from each department were held, to get views about
specific parameters that they had give high priority. They also got the question “How do
you construe the expression: Real Life Safety”, since this expression has high priority in
the work to develop safe cars at Saab.
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10.1 Result
The answers diverged some between the departments, and that seems natural when they
work with different stage in the development of the car. The result of the questionnaire
is only available for Saab employees.

11 Simulations
At the purpose of produce safer vehicles there is some simulation programs on the
market, which the car producers can use in their developing of safety cars. The intention
of the Saab meanings Real Life Safety is to collect parameters from real car accidents,
and put them back for crash simulations in a computer program. A real life crash can be
more variable than a laboratory crash test, and it will be a great step forward if
parameters from a real crash could be used in computer simulation.

11.1 CAST
CAST (Crash Analysis System) is a software program for documentation and crash
simulation, based on the information from the Crash Memory. Mats Lindqvist at Saab is
a part of the developing of this program, which is a little different from other program of
this kind. CAST isn’t just a crash animation program that animate late fictitious
accidents, CAST include a database of real car crashes parameters. The purpose is to
come closer to the reality crash lapse course at the crash animation and to reach that goal
is to use data from the Crash Memory. It will probably take a few years more before a
satisfying co-operation between CAST and Crash Memory data will come through.

11.2 Other simulations program
On the open market there is a lot of software programs, which could be used for
simulation of a vehicle crash. As example of that are PAM CRASH (ESI Group) used
by VW and AUDI, SGI Crash Test Simulation (SGI) used by VOLVO, LS-DYNA
(Livermore Software Technology Group) used by CHRYSLER and SAAB, PC CRASH
(MacInnis Engineering Associates), RADIOSS (Mecalog Group) and CRASH 2000.
This information was founded on different web sites, and it wasn’t possible to read out
if this program could handle simulation on data from a Crash Memory.
[19], [20], [21], [23], [25], [27], [30], [31]

12 Results
It will be interesting to see how many car producers that will “follow” Saab with
collecting information in a Crash Memory. Now when the data-inspection has give their
confirmation of this important work, it will be more legal and the other car producers
currently is ready to go.
The use of Crash Memory today could be used in a much further range to create a higher
quality of the passive and active safety systems. There are a lot of new signals that will
be included and this should open new ways to enlarge the safety works.
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12.1 Crash Memory
At the discussions and interviews with different people at Saab, some facts come
through about the way to go further with the data collecting in Crash Memory.
The two time periods (8s and 150ms) under which data is saved in the Crash Memory
will do find as anybody can see now. Concerning the sample frequency it is needed to
get a higher value, especially if the purpose is to do a crash simulation in a computer.
Instead of the present sample frequency that is 100Hz during the 150ms time period, it
will be necessary to have at least 1000Hz frequency to get a proper computer
simulation. It is possible to set a higher sample frequency all ready today, but this will
cause lack of time and memory space. The solution of this problem will be to either get
a better microprocessor in the SDM or divided memory savings on different parts. A
more effective way to saving data in the EEPROM in the SDM will probably also give a
good result.
The Roll Event will go on for a much longer time than Frontal and Side Event, it will
therefore need much more time for saving a hole event. It can be needed to get up to 3-
4s of saving time. The gyro, which is involved at the roll event, has become apparent to
be a little bit weak and have to be faster to get an optimal roll event calculation.

12.2 Future
One important thing that has come through under this dissertation is to increase focus on
pre-crash. A lot of money and suffering can be avoided if the accident never happens.
Systems that stop drunk drivers, drivers without driving license or no belted occupants
can avoid some accidents. Personal settings for optimal comfort and systems that lower
speed and make drivers observant on critical situations will also help to avoid crashes.
Tiredness, glared by headlights, mobile phone, hunger, sickness, body-reaction just
before and during the crash is parameters that can cause accident situations and should
in some way be eliminated.
With the enormous speed in developing electronic equipment, it will be possible to
collect a lot of more data and specific data in an accident situation. Maybe just the
fantasy will set the limit of new parameter collecting in the Crash Memory.
Sensors that have been miniaturize, wireless, inexpensive and get better sensitivity can
open undreamt-of possibilities. As an example will it maybe be possible to sense force
on: safety belts, steering wheel, instrument panel (ex. from knees), seats (from backseat
passenger and baggage). Force to head against the roof, force on seat and on head
restraint can tell some about the violence occupants has been exposed to. Sensors in the
chassis and bodywork can tell about the deformation procedure and will be helpfully at
the computer simulation. Vehicle data can be sensed at the wheel suspension system for
sensing weight and sway.
When the accident has happened sensors in intelligent textile fabric could produce
signals about occupants health and this will be sent to hospital or alarm center.
Activating of warning flare-up light and hazard light can sound like science fiction, but
could for example spare a lot of time to find crash cars that have been hidden of some
reason.
The Crash Memory information that have been collected from all sensors, can maybe in
the future be sent by wire or satellite to a encroachment safety data server. From this
server could every department get specific data to their work of developing a safety car.
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Appendix 1
Timeplan

Dissertation

Company:             Saab Automobile AB in Trollhättan
Period:             2002-10-28  –  2003-01-24
Goal / Purpose:  Definition of the need of data information that will be collect in the
                           Crash Memory, in purpose to use in crash computer simulation in the
                            simulation tool, CAST.

Students: Irene Svensson and Tony Wingård       H99Es

v.44   Introduction, Bench marking, learn about the crash memory and airbag system

v.45   Bench marking, learn about the crash memory and airbag system

v.46   Send out questionnaire, analysis of the signals in the system

v.47   Put the answers from the questionnaire together, analysis of the signals in the
         system

v.48   Put the answers from the questionnaire together, make interviews about high rated
         parameters.

v.49   Make interviews about high rated parameters., study rules and laws.

v.50   In a concrete way define the space of memory needed in the crash memory.

v.51   Investigate what information that can be collected on an accident scene, in a
          concrete way define the space of memory needed in the crash memory.

v.52   Free for holidays

v.01   Free for holidays

v.02   Analysis of what parameters that can be saved in crash memories in the future

v.03  Write report

v.04  Write report

20003-01-22   Presentation at SAAB

20003-01-22   Presentation at HTU
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Appendix 2
Benchmarking
This appendix contains a table were the signals, saved in the different crash memories, presented in the
dissertation are listed. This table shall not be read as a complete list of the applications for every item, it
only tells what is known there is available, not what there are that are not available. The crash recorder
from Kraus Telemetry is not represented in the table since they have no information abut which signals
that was recorded available at there web-site. (*Boxes that are available at the market)

Table 1. Benchmarking comparing different manufacturers.
      Manufacturer

signal

Vetronix* Delphi* Diversified
Auto
Technology*

Instrumented
Sensor
Technology Inc*

VDO
UDS*

Volvo
/Mannesman

Pre crash data
Wheel speed Yes
Speed Yes; status 5

sec. before
impact

Yes Yes

Throttle  position Yes; open
percent 5 sec.
before impact

yes Yes

Steering angle Yes
Lap indicator Yes
X-Axis
acceleration

Yes Yes ?

Y-Axis
acceleration

Yes Yes Yes ?

Z-Axis
acceleration

Yes Yes Yes

Yaw Rate Yes
Internal real time
clock

Yes

RPM Yes
Brake application Yes; status 5

sec. before
impact

Yes Yes

Brake light
operation

Yes Yes

Turn signal
operation

Yes Yes

Headlight
operation

Yes ( high/low
beams)

Tail lamp
operation

Yes

Crash
Acceleration at
event

Yes ?

Delta V Yes ?
State of warning
lamp at event

Yes

State of drivers
seat belt switch at
event

Yes
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Appendix 3 (b)

Description of Saab specific signals
In this appendix the signals that are saved in the crash memory at Saab is described.

Inernal/Interface signals

The signals described below are either internal SDM signals or signals that are
connected to the SDM direct via its interface. They are either pure crash data, data to
track that the deployments were commanded in a proper way or data that shows if there
has been any previous faults in the SDM. If nothing else is said they are sampled every
10th ms

Deployment Commanded

               Driver Airbag Stage 2 Deployment Commanded,
               Driver Airbag Stage 1 Deployment Commanded,
               Rear Pretensioner (Passenger side) Deployment Commanded,
               Rear Pretensioner (Driver side) Deployment Commanded,
               Passenger Pretensioner Deployment Commanded,
               Driver Pretensioner Deployment Commanded,
               Passenger Airbag Stage 2 Deployment Commanded and
               Passenger Airbag Stage 1 Deployment Commanded.

               Battery Disconnect Deployment Commanded,
               Passenger Side Airbag Deployment Commanded,
               Passenger Curtain airbag/Rollbar Deployment Commanded,
               Driver Curtain airbag/Rollbar Deployment Commanded,
               Rear Side Airbag (Passenger side) Deployment Commanded,
               Rear Side Airbag (Driver side) Deployment Commanded,
               Rear Pretensioner (center) Deployment Commanded and
               Driver Side Airbag Deployment Commanded.

These are signals, which are set at the moment the deployment is commanded. Every
signal is represented by one bit which state is either true or false.

Warning Indicator (on or off)

This is data that shows if the airbag warning indicator was on, and accordingly there was
something wrong in the airbag system, during the deployment was commanded.

Length of time Warning Indicator was continuously On

This is information that shows if the warning indicator was on before deployment
commanded.

Warning Indicator On Ignition Cycle Counter
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This information shows if there have been any faults in the airbag system, the last times
(up to 65535 cycles) the ignition was activated. This data is compared with Ignition
Cycle Counter.

All active Fault-codes and Status

Shows active fault-codes that have been saved in the SDM.

Ignition Cycle Counter

Information that shows how many times the ignition has been activated (up to 65535
cycles).
And verifies that the Warning Indicator has worked properly.

Event Flag

Here you can read out if there was an event, and if it was a deploy event or a near deploy
event.

Algorithms running at start of event

Shows if the adequate algorithms are running when an event occurs.

System Time

System time is the time since the ignition cycle was started to the event occurred.

Maximum Delta V

Maximum Delta V of Event => sum of square of orthogonal delta V components (m/s2)

Time from algorithm enable to maximum Delta V

Tells the time from algorithm enable to maximum Delta V, with a resolution of 10 ms.
and at a maximum time of 150 ms.

State all safety belt switches/seat position sensors

Data that tells the position of the seats (forward/rearward), and which of the seatbelts
that were fastened. It also contains validity data for the seatbelts.

Longitudinal Delta V Time History  and Lateral Delta V
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These data are used to define the crash pulse, they are read out from the internal
accelerometers in the SDM and are sampled at 10 ms. The resolution is 0.1115 m/s and
the range is from –14.27m/s to 14.16 m/s.

External Bus Signals.

The SDM is listening to signals on the Low Speed GMLAN bus, the signals described
below is saved in the EDR if deploy or near deploy event occurs.
If there are two transmitting modules in the description the first one is the module that
generates the signal and send it out on the High Speed bus, the second one receives the
signal from the HS bus and transmits it out on the LS bus where it can be heard by the
SDM.

Vehicle Speed

Vehicle Speed the latest 5sec before impact. 1 samples/sec. Resolution is 2.00 km/h and
the range is between 0 – 510 km/h.

Brake Pedal Status

The status of the brake light is read to detect if the brake pedal is pressed, the signal is
saved the last 8 seconds before impact and sampled every second.

Cruise Control Status

This information shows a: if the cruise control was on or off
                                       b: if the cruise control was engaged
The signals are sampled with 1 sample/s 8 sec before impact.

Engine RPM

Value of the engine speed the last 5 seconds, 1 sample/s, before impact. Resolution is 64
rpm and the range is 0 – 16320 rpm.

ABS Status

This is data that shows if ABS has been active during the 8 last seconds before impact.
This is Boolean data that are sampled with 1 sample/s.

Traction Control Status

Data that shows if TCS has been active during the 8 last seconds before impact. This is
Boolean data that are sampled with 1 sample/s.

Vehicle Status at Event
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This is the status of the following data at the moment of the event:

� Cruise Control System On
�  Cruise Control Engaged
�  Traction Control System active
�  Right Turn Signal Indicator Active
�  Left Turn Signal Indicator Active

The signals above are signals that also are sampled 8 or 5 sec before impact, so these are
in a way the ninth or sixth samples.

� Brake Warning Lamp On
� Exterior Lights On,
� Service Engine Soon Non Emission Related indication request On
� Tire Pressure Low Indication On
� Driver Door Ajar or Open
� Passenger Door Ajar or Open (15
� Rear Door (Driver Side) Ajar or Open
� Rear Door (Passenger Side) Ajar or Open (15
� Trunk Door Ajar or Open
� Rear Door (passenger side) Locked or Deadbolted
�    Rear Door (driver side) Locked or Deadbolted
�    Passenger Door Locked or Deadbolted
�    Driver Door Locked or Deadbolted
� Transmission Actual Gear

 Odometer Value (18)

Data that’s tells the value on the odometer at impact with a resolution of 1024 km. The
range is 0 – 67107840 km.

Turn Signal Status (7)

The signal is sampled and saved for 8 seconds before impact with 1 sample/s it shows if
turn signal is right, left or off.

Exterior Temperature (19)

Tells the exterior temperature with a resolution of 0.5 deg C in the range (–40 to 87.5)
deg C.

Interior Temperature (20)
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Tells the interior in the vehicle temperature in the vehicle with a resolution of 0.5 deg C
in the range (–40 to 87.5) deg C.

Stability Enhancement Status

Data that shows if the stability enhancement was active the last 8 seconds before impact,
data is sampled with 1 sample/s.

Yaw Rate (9)

Yaw rate data sampled with 1 sample/s 5 sec before impact.
Resolution is 1 deg/sec in the range (-128 to 127) deg/sec.

Lateral Acceleration (10)

Data that shows the lateral acceleration before impact, sampled with 1 sample /s the last
5 sec before impact. Resolution is 0.25 m/s2 in the range (-32 to 31.75) m/s2   

Steering Wheel Angle (11)

The angle of the steering wheel sampled once every second 5 seconds before impact.
The resolution is 16 deg and the range is (-2048 to 2047.94) deg.

Time of Day (21)

Saves the time of event in hours and minutes.( one signal hours and one for minutes)

Vehicle Data Validity

The validity signals is transmitted from the same modules that sent the “ original”
signals.
Shows the Validity of the last sample of the following GMLAN signals:

� Vehicle Speed
� Brake light
� Accelerator position
� Engine RMP
� Steering wheel angle
� Yaw Rate
� Lateral Acceleration

Following validity signals are not available on the LS-bus yet, but bits are reserved for
them in the memory for future use:

� ABS
� Stability Enhancement
� Cruise Control
� Engine Actual Torque


